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FRENCH  F I C T ION
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SOUS LES TOITS

SEBASTIEN AYREAULT

UNDER THE ROOFS

“The best way to become a writer, is to become unemployed. To write costs nothing, 
it’s not like music, cinema or painting.”

 A worker’s son from the west of France goes to the capital. Unemployed and 
with no perspectives, wretch wandering from an attic room to another under the roofs 
of Paris, he discovers in a bookstore the sense of his life.

1 7 6  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  2 0 1 4

SEBAST I EN  AYREAULT  was born in Cholet in 1976. He 
works and lives in United States. He is the author of short stories, poems and 
songs. Under the roofs is his second novel.

FAR FROM THE WORLD 
“We were living far from the world. So far, it seems to me, that the world itself didn’t know 
we were existing. It’s sure we wouldn’t become much staying here, but it’s also sure we didn’t 
care. “ 
Far from the world is his first novel.

IN UTERO
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SOUS LES TOITS

SEBASTIEN AYREAULT JULIEN BLANC-GRAS

The travel writer Julien Blanc-Gras 
discovers a new territory : pregnancy

 This inveterate globetrotter put away his suitcases for 9 months to watch a 
tummy grow. The diary of a pregnancy, In Utero explores this period of latency which 
turns a man into a father and a woman into a whale. Starting with the pregnancy test, 
this is the narration of a very personal yet universal progress with all its joys and anguish. 
A progress (very) rarely told from a man’s point of view.
 In utero is a bedside book for the parents-to-come, the already parents and 
for those who are wavering.

1 9 2  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  S e p t e m b r e  2 0 1 5

IN UTERO

RIGHTS SOLD TO : ITALY Ponte Alle Grazie MASSMARKET PAPERBACK Le Livre de Poche

IN UTERO

TOURISTE
Obsessed by maps, the narrator decides to 
visit every possible country on Earth. This 
global traveller guides us into the diversity 
of the world. With this geographical novel, 
Julien Blanc-Gras suggests an aesthetic trip, 
simple, aventurous,
funny and intelligent.
20 000 copies sold

PARADISE 
(BEFORE LIQUIDATION)
“There are developing countries and 
endangered species. The Kiribati Republic is 
an endangered country. Lost in the Pacific 
Ocean, this little paradise seems to head for 
being submerged by global warming. I have 
to go there before it’s wiped off the map.”
10 000 copies sold

HOW TO BECOME 
A LIVING GOD
Here is an apocalyptic comedy. It’s the 
story of William Andy, common loser 
who becomes a media prophet by offering 
solutions to come up to the end of the world 
with no hurt. Could he contain the global 
disaster with a TV show?

GRINGOLAND
Frist novel Prize of Chambéry
bored to be a cynic veggie watching 
flippantly the contemporary chaos, the 
narrator goes to check if an other world 
is possible. On the US roads, meeting so 
many weird persons, how to take the world 
seriously?

JU L I EN  B L A NC-GRAS is a French writer and reporter born in Gap in 
1976. He studied journalism in Grenoble and then in Hull, UK. In 2006, he won the 
“Prix du Premier Roman de Chambéry” for his first novel.
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Jean-Paul Didierlaurent

Le reste de leur vie
THE REST OF THEIR LIFE

Ambroise is a young embalmer who loves his job. Single and estranged from his father, he lives with his 
grandmother Beth, a diabetic and Breton woman.

Manelle is a home-helper for old people. One of her favourite patients is Samuel Dinsky, an adorable old man, 
who is diagnosed with a brain tumour. He decides to go to Switzerland and get there an assisted suicide... Here starts 
what is supposed to be the last day of his life. 

Le reste de leur vie is a feel-good and tender novel that tells a cute intergenerational story, a love story but also a 
family story. The particularity of the novel are the characters of Ambroise and Manelle who have both difficult jobs 
that they actually like because of their big hearts and faith into humanity. As in his previous novel, the author creates 
an original universe, with many details and secondary characters that gives an endearing and cosy atmosphere. 

JEAN-PAUL DIDIERLAURENT lives in 
the Vosges region of France. His short stories have 
won twice the International Hemingway Award. The 
Reader on the 6:27 is his first and best selling novel, 
winner of several prizes. His second book, Macadam 
is a collection of short stories.

GERMANY
DTV 
UK & COMMONWEATLTH
Mantle, MacMillan
SPAIN
Planeta, Seix Barral
RUSSIA
Corpus

QUéBEC 
Edito - Gallimard Limitée
SWEDEN
Norstedts
BULGARIA
Era Media
FRENCH MASSMARKET PAPERBACK
Folio

RIGHTS SOLD TO :

2 8 8  P A G E S  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  M a y  2 0 1 6
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LE LISEUR DU 6h27
THE READER OF THE 6:27

When the passion of reading seizes the machine of solitude... An original 
and feel-good debut novel, which renders a generous reflection on human 
relationships and an ode to simple life, love and literature.
Discrete employee Guylain Vignolles works in the book pulping business and 
is in charge of a formidable machine that shreds unsold works. He leads a dull 
and lonely existence, steered by his commutes to the factory. Yet every morning 
on his way to work, in the suburbian train that departs at 6:27 AM, he reads a 
few pages he saved the day before from the iron teeth of the Zerstor 500. One 
day, Guylain discovers the texts of a mysterious woman, which will change the 
course of his life...

In a color evoking the cinema of Jean-Pierre Jeunet or Jean Meckert’s 
working-class plume, Jean-Paul Didierlaurent has written a debut novel that 
reveals the world of a remarkable writer, full of warmth and poetry in which the 
most insignificant characters are crazy and extraordinary in their humanity, and 
literature the remedy to daily monotony.

260.000 copies sold in France
Foreign rights sold in 36 territories

SPAIN, ARG + Mex
Planeta, Seix Barral 
ITALIA
Rizzoli
ENGLISH
MacMillan 
US, CANADA, 
AUSTRALIA, NZ
GERMANY
DTV 
BRazil
Intrinseca 
ISRAEL
Modan 
SWEDEN
Norstedts

FINLAND
Tammi 
czech rep.
Euromedia
SLOVAQUIa
Ikar
NETHERLANDS
Xander
Hungary
Éditions Magvető
NORway
Schibstedt
TAIWAN
Emily Publishing
POLland
Grupa Foksal

korea
Kachisa (Milkwood agency)
CATALOnia
Columna (Planeta) 
CHINa
Imaginist
GREeCE
Patakis
QUEBEC
Edito - Gallimard Limitée
RUSSIa
AST 
ESTONIA
Tänapäev Publishers
TURKEY
Can

BULGARIa
Era Media
DENMARK
Politikens
JAPAN
HarperCollins Japan
UKRAINe
Vivat Publishing
PORTUGAL
Clube de Autor
LETTONIA
Zvaigzne
SERBIA
Laguna

2 2 4  P A G E S  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  M A Y  2 0 1 4

MACADAM (short stories)

Bored during confessions, a priest devotes himself to a secret weakness. A young 
woman finds love at a toll checkout. During war, a white birch saves a soldier. An old 
graphologist decides to find the darkest writing. Once a year, a toilet attendant unlocks 
the cabin n°8…

Awarded everywhere in France, 11 short stories that revealed Jean-Paul 
Didierlaurent and his world as black as funny, poetic and generous.
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THOMAS GUNZIG

Prize Triennal of the Novel

How to survive the modern world?
A critique and demonstration of today’s cynicism…

In Thomas Gunzig’s third novel absurd humor is at its best.

“At the beginning there was nothing. No space, no light, no time passing. No yesterday, no 
tomorrow, no today. Worst than a strike day. Worst than an out of stock. Nothing else than 
nothing, but well, nothing, it’s not bad already. Nothing still lets possibilities. “

4 1 6  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  A U G U S T  2 0 1 3

GUIDE DE SURVIE À L’USAGE DES INCAPABLES
A Survivor’s Handbook for Incompetent Users 

KURU
Novel
“ A group of heroes to denounce 
the horrors of capitalist repression 
and, if possible, the existence of a 
great international conspiracy. “

DEATH OF A PERFECT BILINGUAL 
Novel, Victor Rossel Prize
1978, in a town like postwar Sarajevo, a whole world of 
adventurers, militiamen and shady mafiosos go alongside 
with small people who survive as best as they can to the 
war years. It’s his first novel.

THE SMALLEST ZOO IN THE WORLD 
Short stories, Prize Des Éditeurs
There is always an animal’s eye set on us, who watches 
us live and die. Witness of our madness, we cannot but 
think they are waiting for something.
Maybe that our stories come to an end so they can start to 
rebuild everything up. Seven novels which compose the 
smallest zoo in the world…

10.000 LITERS OF PURE HORROR
Novel, Masterton Prize

T HO M AS  GUN Z IG was born in 1970 in Bruxelles. Novelist translated 
worldwide, he won the Victor Rossel Prize for his first novel, Mort d’un parfait bilingue 
(Death of a perfect bilingual), and the Prize Des Éditeurs for his short stories collection Le 
plus petit zoo du monde (The smallest zoo in the world). Columnist at the radio RTBF, he 
also wrote for theater. For this third novel, the supermarket, last temple of the modern 
world, inspired his devastating humour and his sense of adventure.

In the most perfect tradition 
of slasher movies, Gunzig 
pays a vibrant tribute full 
of humour to this founding 
subculture, in novel coded 
in which everything is 
referenced, from the most 
surrealistic to the most gory.
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GUIDE DE SURVIE À L’USAGE DES INCAPABLES la théorie de la tartine
The Butter-Side Down Paradox

Titiou Lecoq

 After Les Morues and their relationship to modern times, Titiou Lecoq comes 
back with the biggest novel on the Internet era. Three characters : a student blogger girl, 
questionning the showbiz society, a young journalist who tried in 2006 to create a pure 
player and a teenage hacker disconnected with real life. Their collab starts the day when 
the ex boyfriend of Garance posts on YouPorn a sex tape of her as a revenge.
 Through this comedy of situation with hilarious developments, Titiou Lecoq 
takes her time as a subject, and develops it ten years later. It gives you a brilliant novel on 
the contemporary lifestyle and how in a period of 10 years Internet tumbled our lives, our 
relationships, our relation to the world. Humour, Internet, lifestyle...

“This second novel by Titiou Lecoq is the best palliative to a lack of Wifi during 
holliday. “ ALEXIS FERENCZI, HUFFINGTON POST

4 4 8  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  M A R S  2 0 1 5

T I T IO U  L ECOQ  was born in 1980. She is a journalist and a blogger. 
She wrote a debut novel entitled Les Morues (Au diable vauvert), L’Encyclopédie de 
la web culture (Robert Laffont)
girlsandgeeks.com

lES MORUES
100 000 copies sold 
Titiou Lecoq’s debut novel. It starts like a girl story, continues like a feminist 
detective novel or a political journalistic thriller. It is the story of three women and 
a man around 30 taken in their romantic and professional turpitudes. How to love 
and desire in this Internet era? Here is a novel of a time, our time.

4 7 2  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  2 0 1 1

RIGHTS SOLD TO : GERMANY Ullstein Verlag RUSSIA AST - 
Corpus  MASSMARKET PAPERBACK Le Livre de Poche
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ROMAIN MONNERY

mémoires d’un jeune homme superflu
mémoires OF A YOUNG unassuming man

Diary built like micro fictions, Romain Monnery offers snapshots of the life of a 
young man of today who is step by step disappearing in the futility of his path. 

Funny and melancholic, this is a log book about solitude and the lack of dream.
Realistic and poetic, ironic and serious, deep and slight, Romain Monnery. 

contemporary desenchantment between le petit nicolas and 
Bright Lights, Big City by jay macInerney

RO M A IN  M O N N ERY  was born in 1980, Romain Monnery studied foreign 
languages and communication but admits that he has forgot the titles of his degree course. 
He thoughts of becoming a journalist, but ended up with an impressive collection of 
training periods, so he decided to escape from show business.

Free, Lonesome and Sleepy 
novel
Narrators come after and cross each 
other, to whom we become fond of in 
just a few lines, by a thought, a sto-
ry fragment, a window or a curtain, 
a platform, a breath, everything that 
weave the thread of coincidence.

JUMPING THE SHARK novel
This novel deals with a few essential 
issues related to the couple : when, 
where, how finish the disregard?  Is ly-
ing the guarantor of the marital peace 
? One girl, two boys, how many pos-
sibilities ? Is love a source of well be-
ing ? Is jealousy a combat sport ? How 
to say goodbye ? Among other issues 
dealt with in the book : friendship, 
Internet, video games, the best place 
for a first date, the difficulty of com-
mitment, the casualization of feelings, 
Lio’s songs, Gainsbourg, Dutronc, ro-
mantic comedies…
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agathe parmentier

POURQUOI TOKYO
why TOkyo ?

“I won’t be bragging about a passion for Japan history. I never loved mangas and I don’t 
know anything about haikus. As everyone, I like sushis. That said, does amateurs of pizza 
feel like living in Italy ?”

 Thoughtful witness, she observes and discovers a city and its inhabitants. She 
tells her daily life as a clumsy French girl with precision. 
 The story of a human experience and travel diary, Pourquoi Tokyo ? is a vibrant 
and funny document and a tribute to Tokyo. 

agat he  parmen t i er
After studying law and political science in Paris,  Agathe Parmentier writes, 
teachs, learns. She is the author of  Contre-culture confiture under the pseudo of 
Ismène de Beauvoir and Pourquoi Tokyo ? (Au diable vauvert).
Calm Like a Bomb is her first novel.

3 2 0  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  F e b r u a r y  2 0 1 6

ROMAIN MONNERY

mémoires d’un jeune homme superflu CALME COMME UNE BOMBE
Calm Like a Bomb

The hottest prodigy of letters of his generation, an ambitious publicist who 
conceives life as an advertising campaign, a poet who dreams herself as cursed, a 
sibling from a bobo family marked by the renunciation of any bohemian. Each one has 
aspiration, paths and questions.  Sometimes ambitious, more surely lost, they brush 
against each other and try to find a job and a path in the world they have inherited.

On a pop soundtrack which colors each chapter, this lucid and delightfully 
ironic novel about the generation that enters the new millennium, slips insensibly 
from the small history and apparent emptiness of today’s egos to the deepest question 
the meaning of life.

First novel of  the author of Pourquoi Tokyo ?, between social sketch and crossed out of feelings
Premier roman de l’auteur de Pourquoi Tokyo ?, entre esquisse sociale et chassés croisés des sentiments
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Les Enfants qui mentent n’iront pas au paradis

NICOLAS REY

children who lie will not go to HEAVEN

 Paris. In an end of the world atmosphere, Gabriel has a heartbreak. Precarious 
artist, he is the father of Hyppolite. 
 He meets Catherine, his son’s school teacher. She is involved in a radical and 
extrem right-wing party. 
 With a gallery of very funny portraits, Nicolas Rey is depicting a world which 
is not romantic anymore. 

1 6 2  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e d  i n  J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 6

N i co l as  rey 
Born in 1974, Nicolas Rey is a journalist and a critic on TV shows and magazines. 
One of the most famous young writers in France, he won the 2000 Prix de Flore 
for Short Memory. 

Nicolas Rey is also a performer, he has a musical show entitled 

Les Garçons manqués with Mathieu Saïkali. His novel Un début 
prometteur has been released into a movie with Manu Payet and 

Fabrice Lucchini. 

RIO WOMAN, scenario
Gabriel, alcoholic who stopped drinking for 3 months, 
refuses to go outside his home until Audrey, a young girl 
looking for her phone, breaks open Alcatraz.
FOR THE SAKE, texts and broadcasts
From 2000 to 2013, 50 radio broadcasts full of ingenuity, 
impertinence and freedom.
LOVE IS DECLARED, novel
“Dear reader comrades, I put barrier everywhere. I locked 
all unexpected parcels. Days and nights were shaped as a 
huge prudence principle. Then, Maud landed.”
A LIGHT BAD PATCH, novel
“Dear reader, happy to see you again. Well, you know 
how it works. Between our date of birth and date of 
death, there are some crazy moments, tricky situations 
and so on.”

RUNNING AT 30, novel
“In cities, at night, words of love are fraudulently 
exchanged in bathrooms with a mobile phone. That’s 
why, seen from plane, cities sparkle so much.”
SHORT MEMORY, novel
“I wanted Paris and my apartment. A dark bar and a 
Dutchwoman tourist. I’m so, the kind of guy capable of 
everything, of a one-way to the rest of the world through 
a nightshirt.”
13 MINUTES,  novel
“Time is such a weird invention. Destiny has fun throwing 
you in a handful of days a bunch of adventure. Six years 
would be desirable to handle this energy. You’re given 6 
days, not one more.”

RéGIS DE Sà MOREIRA
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COMME DANS UN FILM

RéGIS DE Sà MOREIRA

as IN A MOVIE

A unique novel that you read like a suspense movie !

Here is the great film of life of a couple. Meeting, desire, sex, passion, routine, 
boredom, anger, hatred, separation, abdication, reconciliation, love, children… A 
great, funny, tender film and enchantingly simple: you are gripped by the universal 
tale of love and a couple coping with the challenge of their life and days. This is a 
unique action-packed story to wolf down, a wide-screen love story like you’ve never 
read before!

3 5 2  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  A U G U S T  2 0 1 6

Man and wife is Régis de Sà 
Moreira’s bestselling novel. A beautiful 
tour de force. A love story that makes 
you want to fall back in love with the 
ones you already cherish…
10 000 copies sold. 

Rég i s  d e  Sà  More i ra  was born in 1973 from a Brazilian 
father and a French mother. After living in New-York and Brazil, he lives today 
in Paris and is a translator from English. 
Like in a movie is his sixth novel.

LIFE novel
Narrators come after and cross each 
other, to whom we become attached 
for few lines, by a thought, a story 
fragment, a window or a curtain, a 
platform, a breath, everything that 
weave the thread of coincidence.

THE BOOKSELLER novel
This is the story of bookseller, his life, 
old friends, lost love, ten brothers 
and sisters, and all his customers, plus 
sometimes few Jehova’s Witnesses and 
also God sometimes. It’s a living por-
trait, but the one of a bookseller in his 
bookshop.

ZERO KILLED novel
Here is a wonderful tale in which we 
discover God, well behaved and con-
verted, a family, alcohol, cigarettes, 
the Paradise, Hawaiian music, ropes 
to hang… and maybe a lesson of hap-
piness.

RIGHTS SOLD TO : ITALY NNE
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RHAPSODES

FELIX JOUSSERAND

RHAPSODISTS

This anthology’s aim is to redraw a phenomenon of poetic creation which 
reflects the preoccupations of a whole generation, its culture and its way of life, but 
also to rediscover the historic accents of a popular French poetry, from troubadours to 
chansonniers. Because rap is first of all a deep poetic revolution which questions, by 
literature’s language and its illegitimate places, literature itself.
We find among more than 40 rappers IAM, NTM, Booba, MC Solaar, Orelsan, or even 
Disiz.

“For this selection, I proceeded with the attention due to this genre, looking for 
what stand out by the bizarre, mass success or underground, what excite the ear and 
make read custom chronicles of modern times. Everything is said in rap, there is no 
need to look further. Some complain about that, some laugh, and others, numerous, 
appreciate in its frontal preaching the story with no flourishes of the everyday torments.”

FÉL I X  JOUSSERA ND said Félix J, is  author and artist, member of the group SPOKE ORKESTRA. 
He published about ten albums and books, including BLAH !, an anthology of slam (2008, Florent Massot). He 
supervises popular writing workshops and writes plays and works for the radio.

 

JEHAN -R I C TUS was a French poet born in 1867, famous for writing in the 
language of the common people living in Paris at his era. His poems are the voices of 
the poors wandering in the city, the prostitutes, the beaten children, the workment, the 
thieves… He is the French precursor of nowadays’ rap.
Les soliloques du pauvre (The monologues of the poor one) cannot be round among the 
French poetry in the public domain !

World rights free

les soliloques du pauvre
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RHAPSODES

FELIX JOUSSERAND

SF,  fantasy,
thr i ll er

&
hyperf i c t ion
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AYERDHAL

For the first time, all of Ayerdhal’s short stories gathered in a book. From his very first short 
story to his last work, major French work to make read and rediscover.

The collection is made of forty novels from the very first text of Ayerdhal, written with his 
brother in 1986 for a contest and totally unpublished, and gathers all of his stories published in 
magazines, collections or collective works but also many unpublished works, until its last story, 
written by the end of 2015.

We rediscover the universes of the unforgettable characters of his novels and his great 
themes: ecology, politics, antiracism, democracy, feminism etc.

In total, it’s more than 30 years of writing that are testament in an overwhelming way 
to a final work, a French genius and an amazing creativity, inexhaustible curiosity and energy, 
exemplary commitment and moral.

Thirty years, the destiny of a star, as Jacques Baudou called as soon as he appeared, of a 
comet that changed everything so quickly in French science-fiction.

At every time and every genre, he sparkles: detective novel, SF novel, contemporary novel… 
these short stories are impressive by their intelligence, their deepness and their sens of wonder!

6 9 0  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  O C T O B E R  2 0 1 6

LE SYNDROME POTEMKINE – INTÉGRALE DES NOUVELLES
THE POTEMKINE SYNDROM 

THE SHORT STORIES’ COMPLETE COLLECTION

CHRONICLES OF AN ISOLATED DREAM novel
In this medieval city where headhunters, poets are dying, and dreamers as well. The dreams only ask for travelling. Will Talker, 
the visionary wandering, succeed in making them pass the walls of the Hill?

THE SONG OF THE DRILLE 1st novel of Ayerdhal
Humanity, that can now live 200 years, left the Earth for a while to settle on far planetary systems. Among them on Tahéni, 
a virgin and paradisiac planet freshly colonized. But the Drilles, its first occupiers that look like humanoid lemurs bald and 
fragile, act in a strange way: they rush by thousands at city doors to die while staring at humans in the eyes causing depression 
and insanity… Are the Drilles animals or evolved creatures gifted with emotions and an elaborated language? 

AYERD HA L is a great author born in 1959. He reinvented the French 
science-fiction with more than 20 novels. He won the greatest distinctions of 
the French Imaginary world and the Cyrano Prize in 2011 for his whole work. 
He prematurely died in 2015, October 27th, letting us precursory books full of 
humanity.

TOMORROW, AN OASIS novel
A doctor living a peaceful life in Geneva is kidnapped and wakes up in a village, somewhere in Africa. He was actually 
kidnapped by a humanitarian commando that entrusts him the responsibility of this village. Drought, starvation, terrorism : in 
an Africa that is dying, as he look for the sense of the word “justice” he will find the sense of his life.

Demain,
une oasis
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AYERDHAL

LE SYNDROME POTEMKINE – INTÉGRALE DES NOUVELLES CHOREÏALE BALLAD novel
Azir : the first inhabited world discovered by humanity. A world with technology in its infancy, divided in tiny provinces. 
Soon, humans will massively come, with their knowledge and their economics realism, and threaten to change the face of 
the planet. Will Nerbrume, the Azirie governor, and Méline, ambassador of the Council of humanity, success in creating a 
new way of coexistence?

MYTALE novel
Two thousand years after the Imperium abandoned the firsts colonies on Mytale, the Homéocrate Federation sends two 
hundred super trained agents, but a slaughter makes Audham the only survivor.
Only a stranger on a luxuriant planet governed by gene mutations, Audham refuses to give in to the rules of a world of casts 
and slaves, devoid in technology and locked by a handful of immortals.

BOHEMIAN AND RYEGRASS novel
Imagine an art that stimulates the sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch, perception of the movement and space; but also feelings 
and emotions, with such a sharpness they become yours.
Imagine the creators who project their work in the heart of your nervous system, in a show that make you in turns or 
simultaneously all the characters.
Imagine the power this gives to an artist, should he master it.

TRANSPARENCES and RÉSURGENCES thrillers
“Young girl with no defined genre using a bladed weapon or twisting of its usual function an ordinary object, reacting to 
what she considers as a sexual connoted aggression or an offense to her freedom. The violent act is always spontaneous, brief 
and extremely skilled. “

L’HISTRION and SEXOMORPHOSE novel
In a galaxy teeming with States and communities with divergent interests, Genesis, the artificial intelligence also said “world 
creature”, choses Aimlin(e) as the Histrion, sworn troublemaker of the games of power. (S)he is a sexomorph, with a savage 
individualism and a hatred for the power.

BASTARDS novel
Short of inspiration, the New-Yorker writer Alexander Byrd to go into the research of Car-Oldie, an old woman who got rid 
of three aggressors with a garden tool and a cat.

RAINBOW WARRIORS thriller
General Geoff Tyler is offered to head an army in order to overthrow the dictator of an African state. He has hundred of 

professionals, ten thousand soldiers, and money is not a problem. But there is a detail: this army is almost exclusively made 
of LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bi, Trans).

THE CYCLE OF CYBIONE novels
Elyia is perfect, eternally young. Because she returns to life after every death, the same but deprived of a part of her memories, 
she is the last resort for her employer for suicide missions. She is a unique weapon of war, a cybione, who always has to choose 
between her set up enslavement and her taste for freedom.
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pierre bordage

In an apocalyptic Europe stuck into war against the Middle East, Bordage describes with 
a striking realism the consequences of a conflict between Occident and the Middle East, 
the victory of religious fanaticism and racism, the fall of Europe and the redistribution 
of world maps.

“A contemporary re-reading of the Gospels. Prolific, blazing, prophetic: one of the 
greatest fictional success.” OLIVIER DELCROIX, LE FIGARO

1 3 1 2  p a g e s  -  R e l e a s e D  I N  2 0 1 5

LE LIVRE DES PROPHÉTIES – INTÉGRALE
THE BOOK OF PROPHETIES – NOVELS COMPLETE COLLECTION

SOULS BEARERS novel
Léonie, a Liberian child who is fleeing the hell of 
prostitution, Edmé, disillusioned investigator, and 
Cyrian, rich boy lacking a sense of life, are getting 
into a new experimental travel: transferring soul 
into another body. Sometimes, souls are not where 
they should be…

P I ERRE  BORDAGE  was born in 1955 in Vendée. Author of a 
hundred novels and short stories, he won numerous prizes such as the Grand 
Prix de l’Imaginaire (Great Prize of Imaginary World) and the Prize Paul-Féval of 
popular literature. He is one of the greatest French contemporary novelists.

THE LAST MEN novel
In a post-apocalyptic Europe blasted by chemical, 
nuclear and genetic pollutions, few nomadic groups 
are trying to survive thanks to a tribe are able to find 
the water spared of contamination. Can Solman 
born with this gift avoid the end of the last men ?

DEATH OF A CLONE novel
Little employee, Martial Bonneteau feels like a 
clone amongst the clones. But one day, his normed 
universe will crack… Family hysteria, grotesque 
adultery, psychological group coaching: soon, shifts 
succeed one another to become a frank farce. 

GOD’S FIRE novel
“When suddenly the Earth, exhausted and suffering, 
will turn in winter and night…”
Franx foresaw the cataclysm and built a farm, the 
God’s Fire, which can be sufficient for several years 
in the region of Perigord, for him and his family. 
But when it happens, he is in Paris, and will have 
to travel through cold and darkness to return home.

SHADOWS CHRONICLES novel
After a nuclear war, part of the international 
population found refuge in hyper secured 
megalopolis while the rest of humanity survives 
outside, consumed by radiations. In this world 
of precarious balance, invisible killers perpetrate 
in every city and in a few minutes thousands of 
murders…

THE DAY WAR STOPPED novel
A child with no memory, a today’s Petit Prince, lost 
on Earth, is surprised to see nothing but violence, 
conflicts, sufferings and injustice, for the victims 
but for the persecutors as well. So the child decides 
to silence weapons…
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pierre bordage

LE LIVRE DES PROPHÉTIES – INTÉGRALE
THE BOOK OF PROPHETIES – NOVELS COMPLETE COLLECTION

MICHAEL CISCO

“Assiyeh awakes after a conference and begins to wonder if all her revolutionary 
technologies had made a difference. It’s not the difference that she wonders about, but 
rather, the idea of the technologies being revolutionary and what it means for those 
technologies to be revolutionary. There is a sort of awareness that occurs for Assiyeh 
while reflecting upon the definition of a revolution and whether or not something can be 
revolutionary, and her mind begins to consider the idea that a revolution is a movement 
that can only exist in opposition to stagnation and that same movement might better be 
understood during her attempt to create a state of absolute rest. 

Assiyeh begins to experiment, and her conclusion that we are always moving to 
search for something that is better than ourselves by constantly creating materials that 
will enhance our state of existence — whether it is a brand new television set or a new 
way to have sex by using only your fingertips — each new idea both a quantitative and 
qualitative doubling from nonexistence to existence.”

ANIMAL MONEY
ANIMAL MONEY

M ICHAEL  C I SCO  was born in 1970. He is an American writer, teacher, 
and translator currently living in New York. He is best known for his first novel The 
Divinity Student, winner of the International Horror Guild Award for Best First Novel 
of 1999. He usually writes horror and weird fictions, but describes his work as “de-
genred” fiction.

THE DIVINITY STUDENT novel
International Horror Guild Award for Best First Novel of 1999
“Short but powerful, this neo-gothic novel, which is illustrated by Harry O. Morris, uses the crisp immediacy of the present 
tense to lead the reader on a hallucinatory journey from humanity to inhuman transcendence. After a miraculous recovery 
from near death, a young man known only as the Divinity Student is beset by strange dreams whose lingering effects further 
alienate him from his fellows and sent away to work as a word-finder in the vibrant, chaotic desert city of San Veneficio.” 
Michael Cisco, author tour.
“Since the publication of The Divinity Student in 1999, Cisco’s work has been compared to Borges, Kafka and even William 
Burroughs.” Ann VanderMeer

THE TYRANT novel
“Ella is a 15-year old girl crippled by polio, a genius taking graduate courses in biology and demonstrating a strong talent 
for working with ectoplasm. Taken as an assistant to the famed Dr. Belhoria, she’ll be helping her in her study of a talented 
young epileptic man as he descends into a trance which will take him to the Underworld.”

F R E N C H  R E L E A s e d  I N  2 0 1 8  /  W o r l d ’ s  r i g h t s  a v a i l a b l e ,  e x c e p t  e n g l i s h 

l a n g u a g e  /  F U L L  E N G L I S H  T E X T  A V A I L A B L E
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PATRICK K. DEWDNEY

There is some Robin Hobb and Dickens in this magnificent saga, Syffe is a miserable 
child in a pre-medieval world. 

The Primitives of Brune plunged into chaos after the death of their king and a 
political outbreak that ensued. Syffe is a street kid with unknowed origins, he finds 
himself mixed to the intrigues of the city where he grows up. Recruited against his will 
by the guard of Corne-Brune, an isolated city on the wild border, informer then spy for 
a local Lord, his existence flips when he is sacrificed on the chessboard of manipulations, 
wrongly accused of being the author of a series of occult murders.

The Syffe’s Cycle is a realistic saga conceived as the work of a life nourished by a 
combined passion for history and modern narrative.

Coming-of-age novel, on a historical tumult backdrop, Child of Dust portrays a 
world in transition, torn between a former golden age and an uncertain present.

L’ENFANT DE POUSSIèRES
Child of Dust

PATR I CK  K .  D EWD NEY was born in England, in 1984. Keen on literature since his youngest 
age, he went to school in France to study, in the Languages section, but gave up on pursuing his Master’s 
degree when his first novel was published, in 2007. Since then, he focuses solely on his writing, and publishes 
hardboiled detective novel, and poetry. Patrick K. Dewdney lives now in the countryside of Limousin, where 
he takes an active interest in ecology, in the zetetics, and in the social alternatives.

WILL  BE  RELEASED  I N  OCTOBER  20 17
7 2 0  p a g e s

FANTASY

THE KASTOR FILEOCTOBER  20 17
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PATRICK K. DEWDNEY

L’ENFANT DE POUSSIèRES
Child of Dust

Since Camino 999, the plots of Catherine Fradier, inspired by questions of society, 
analyses the environmental challenges of today and tomorrow. After questionning the 
dangers of the big seed companies in Cristal Defense, she is attacking the nuclear power, 
through a new hero, Lauren Valance, recently appointed Commissioner for Energy and 
Climate in Brussels.

The murder of a Belgian physicist from the OECD Nuclear Agency, who 
possesses sensitive information and the murder of a French nuclear engineer, executed 
in the same way, will confront Lauren with an unprecedented threat: nuclear terrorism. 
Embarked in a panting race against the clock, she will sail in sight of the turbid waters 
of environmental activism, state terrorism and radical movements.

DOSSIER KASTOR

CATHERINE FRADIER

C AT HER IN E  F RAD I ER 
Member of the 13th district of Paris Overnight Squad, security officer, Catherine 

Fradier began writting belatedly. Novelist, screenwriter, short story writer, she has been 
recognized by the Grand prix de littérature policière in 2006 for La Colère des enfants 
déchus and the Prix SNCF du polar français in 2008 for Camino 999. She is the author 
of  Cristal Défense (Prix Michel Lebrun), La Face cachée des miroirs, Le Stratagème de la 
lamproie, the economic spy trilogy, published at Pocket Editions, and a novel for teens, 
Une petite chose sans importance.  

4 6 4  p a g e s   -  R e l e a s e D  I N  M A R C H  2 0 1 7

THE KASTOR FILE
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A young guitarist, passionately fond of instruments and an oddjobber at a rep-
utable shop, is instructed to deliver an antique guitar to an eccentric British collector. 
Once there, in a manor beside the Loch Ness, he takes on the extraordinary mission to 
find the prototype of a mysterious and cursed guitar, the legendary Modern, assuming 
it ever actually existed. Five years of research and amazing erudition have conjured up 
a novel in vintage vein with a nod at the Phantom of the Opera as well as an incredible 
reverie to the beat of the American road movie, the artistic and technical origins of 
blues, rock’n’roll, heavy metal, and their guitars.

VINTAGE

GREGOIRE HERVIER

Third novel by Grégoire Hervier, 
a praise to the former years of rock’n roll and pop cultures ! 

Grégo ire  Herv i er  was born in 1977, his main job is dentist. 
After two successful novels awarded in France by prestigious young adult Prizes 
(Prix Méditerranée des Lycéens and Prix P.A.C.A. des Lycéens), Vintage is his third 
novel.  

4 1 6  p a g e s   -  R e l e a s e D  I N  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 6

RIGHTS SOLD TO : GERMANY DIOGENES, FRENCH MASSMARKET PAPERBACK  10/18

ZEN CITY novel

Zen city illustrates our contemporary world, 
and its near future where « your origins, 
your believes, your convictions do not 
matter to us. What matters is that you’d be 
our customer. This is perfectly enough. »

SCREAM
TEST

GRÉGOIRE HERVIER

SCREAM TEST novel

Los Angeles. Seven teenagers are gone 
missing, leaving their families worried sick. 
They all have something in common: they 
have taken part in casts for reality shows...
This novel, brilliant and unclassifiable, is 
probably the very first literary slasher.

SOLEIL NOIR
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GREGOIRE HERVIER

Visual, narrative, addictive and visionary, the most American of French authors 
check our civilization and the signs of what seems to bring it with success to an end.

Between exotism and social realism, from the aesthetics of Alan Moore or 
Stephen King to David Cronenberg’s, Jestaire offers us, with Tales of the Black Sun, 
with the voice of a narrator-commentator of our time, Master Geek, a panorama of 
contemporary horror, social horror far more than psychological or fantastic.

A series declinated in five short volumes which will be published in January, 
March, June, September and December of 2017.

SOLEIL NOIR

ALEX JESTAIRE

A LEX  JESTA I R E
Born in Avignon in 1971, Alex Jestaire is an audiovisual translator for cinema and 

television. In France, he has published Tourville in 2007 (ADV), Elysée Noire 666 in 2010 
(La Tango) and Toxytt in 2008(La Martinière).

BLA Tales of the Black Sun

When a civilization dies, mystics and fools see a black sun…
A postmodern addictive series which declines

 the great themes of contemporary horror

C R A S H  ( V O L . 1 )
Crash describes the precarious life of a mother 

fallen into a coma after a road accident. Tipping off from 
reality to dissolve herself into the flow of international 
media, she  becomes a kind of parasite emerging within 
catastrophic information.

T R E E  ( V O L . 2 )
A journalist uses the power of the Black Sun to 

obtain the material of her articles. While in India, the 
ascension of a Black Sun above a sacred tree connects 
a pair of breeders, a rich philanthropist and a Hindu 
temple.

I N V I S I B L E  ( V O L . 3 )
Invisible begins on the streets of Brussels, where 

a homeless person becomes invisible to the passerby – 
really invisible. He takes advantage of this new situation 
by playing policemen, tourists, bartenders and women…

C O N S U LT A N T S  ( V O L . 4 )
Consultants features five consultants who use the 

powers of the Black Sun  and go to England to liquidate 
a company.  They do not suspect that the outcome of the 
process could be deadly.
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NARRAT IVE  NON  F I C T ION

COLLECTION à 20 ans

COLLECTIF
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Instructive and entertaining, these portraits will seduce the younger and the more 
savants by explaining the life, the personality and the work of great personalities in light 
of their 20 years. Tribute to the youth of our literary heritage, this collection presents 
authors under a new sight : a personality being built, family environment, intellectual 
formation in order to have a better understanding of who they are becoming.

1 6 8  p a g e s  

COLLECTION à 20 ans

COLLECTIF

at 20 

THE BRONTË SISTERS, in the name of father, 
brother and spirit by Stéphane Labbé
At the age of 20, Charlotte sends her verses to the greatest poet of her era. But, the 
Victorian period isn’t favourable to her. Harsh, the great man advises her to stay at her 
place: home! But the family presbytery, the endless moor, the stern climate and most 
of all the unsatisfied desire of sensual and spectacular love will inspire the masterpieces 
of British Romantism.

 

Gustave Flaubert À 20 Ans
Marcel Proust À 20 Ans
Boris Vian À 20 Ans
Jean Genet À 20 Ans
Colette À 20 Ans
Marguerite Duras À 20 Ans
Ernest Hemingway À 20 Ans
Jean-Jacques Rousseau À 20 Ans
Albert Camus À 20 Ans

Honore De Balzac À 20 Ans
Marilyn Monroe À 20 Ans
Johnny Hallyday À 20 Ans
John F. Kennedy À 20 Ans
Nelson Mandela À 20 Ans
Céline À 20 Ans
Maupassant À 20 ns
George Sand À 20 Ans
Les Sœurs Brontë À 20 Ans

GEORGE SAND, to emancipate by Joëlle Tiano
At 18 years old, Aurore Dupin de Francueil, daughter of an aristocrat and a young 
woman, isn’t yet George Sand. Soon she marries a young baron and has two children. 
But this life doesn’t make her happy. At 27, she decides to go to Paris, alone.

An original focus around personalities of France’s literary legacy

NELSON MANDELA, become a man by Solenn Honorine
At the age of 20, Nelson dreams to become a civil servant, to serve this white 
government he will fight for his whole life. Deeply settled in his traditional and rural 
African culture, he has no idea of the unfairness in his country. But he looses his 
illusions when he flees to Johannesburg to escape an arranged marriage.

CHINA Shanghai Widea
RIGHTS SOLD TO :
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YOUNG  ADULT

ménéas marphil

Lemuria
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ménéas marphil

Lemuria

ménéas  m a rph i l was born in 1952. 
From the city of Grau-du-Roi to Madagascar, a long 
and adventurous life fed his wealth of storyteller.

ABRACADAGASCAR
Since he has been found as a child, 
Épiphane lives on a islet lost in the 
middle of the Infinite Ocean. But 
at the age 15, braving prohibitions, 
the young orphan goes searching his 
father. He will discover he has magic 
powers, and will get on the fabulous 
island Abracadagascar.

THE DARKNESS STONE
It’s a race against time that begins  : 
the Ixos, absolute masters of darkness, 
want to destroy the planet Gaïa before 
love and fraternity spread to other 
universes. Will Kimyan be up to his 
twin Epiphane who sacrificed his life 
to save Gaïa ?

CYANÉ’S SEAL
Halfway to his initiation on the 
fabulous island Abracadagascar, where 
real and magic creatures coexist, 
Épiphane will land on the savages land 
of the South. But after octopus-trees, 
sand gargoyles and even a formidable 
black dragon, he will have to face a 
much more terrible threat.

The new novel by the author of Abracadagascar. 
How will the Lemurs, a fascinating mythical animals, help children to save the planet ?

THE FABULOUS STORY OF PANDOR MOONS SERIES
A world where ocean’s magic compete with the magic of wizards, and where the great erudi-

tion of the wise Ménéas Marphil will bring us, in a wonderful saga

On an archipelago of the Indian Ocean, lives Angelette and his 
cousin Andry, two ten-year-old schoolchildren and nature lovers who are 
annoyed to see it so degraded.

One night, they are approached by strange lemurs from another 
dimension. What they have to say is not reassuring: « The planet is on the 
brink of chaos because your civilization is pathetic ! » However, persuaded 
that only children can prevent the final disaster, they offer to Angelette 
and Andry a test: if they succeed in bringing together a hundred volunteer 
friends to restore the golden age of Earth, they will lead them Lemuria to 
prepare them for an extraordinary mission. Objective: to prevent the very 
first war from taking place. But to succeed, it will be necessary to confront 
the power of Atlante, that is to say Parokalos, a lunatic dictator…

From ten years ... until  ad vitam peterpan
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After being bullied in Year 7, Sacha Sourieau, a teenager with Asperger’s, has been 
withdrawn from the education system by his doctor mother who takes up humanitarian 
work and can thus travel with her son on missions across the world. Une petite chose sans 
importance is the translation of the Swahili word kadogo meaning child soldier. We hear 
the story of Destinée, a Congolese child soldier aged about fifteen, as seen through Sacha’s 
eyes after meeting him in the course of a mission run by the NGO his mother belongs to.

“My name is Sacha Sourieau. I could have been called Sacha the Souriceau (baby mouse) but 
the C hid in his hiding place. I like hiding places. I have one I take everywhere with me. A blue 
and white tent of the brand Quechua. It’s a withdrawal base for when the storm growls in my 
head.”

1 7 6  p a g e s   -  R e l e a s e D  I N  M A R C H  2 0 1 6

UNE PETITE CHOSE SANS IMPORTANCE

CATHERINE FRADIER

C AT HER IN E  F RAD I ER  living in the south of France, is a French 
queen of crime and investigation. She won the Great Prize for crime literature and 
the Prize Sang d’Encre (Ink Blood) in 2006, and the Prize SNCF of crime novel 
in 2006.  
A unimportant little thing is her first young adult novel.

AN UNIMPORTANT LITTLE THING
Lunar chronicles of a strange boy
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UNE PETITE CHOSE SANS IMPORTANCE

CATHERINE FRADIER

“You won’t kill.
You won’t touch another with the aim of hurting.
You won’t shed blood.
Such was the law of Pollen.”

The civilization of Pollen, utopist and pacifist human matriarchal society, overcomes 
reproduction by genetic manipulation and in vitro fertilization. To eradicate violence, it 
relegated its warriors on a satellite planet. A strong and subtle portrait of power links, 
domination and desire that unite or separate the two half of humanity.

3 6 8  p a g e s   -  R e l e a s e D  I N  A U G U S T  2 0 1 6

POLLEN

JOËLLE WINTRERBERT

JO ËLLE  W INTREBERT is a critic, scriptwriter, and anthologist. She 
is the author of numerous science-fiction works such as Les Olympiades truquées, Prize 
Rozny aîné 1988, and Le Créateur chimérique, Great Imaginary Prize 1889.
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“20” SERIES
Balzac
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Camus
> Business Weekly (Taiwan)
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Colette
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Duras
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Flaubert
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Hemingway
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Maupassant
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Rousseau
> Business Weekly (Taiwan)
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Proust
> Business Weekly (Taiwan)
> Shanghai Widea (China)
Les soeurs Brontë
> Shanghai Widea (China)

AGUILERA
Rilha
> Livros Do Brazil (Portugal)
> Minotauro (Spain)
La Folie de Dieu 
> Stolitsa Print (Russia)
> Salida de Emergencia (Portugal)
Mondes et Démons 
> Bibliopolis (Spain)
Le Sommeil de la raison
> Minotauro (Spain)
> Barbera (Italy)

AYERDHAL
Transparences 
> Ponte Alle Grazie (Italy)
> Eksmo (Russia)
> Movie rights sold to: Repérages / Jean-

Jacques Annaud
> Le Livre de poche (France, poche)

BLANC-GRAS
In Utero
> Ponte Alle Grazie (Italie)
Comment devenir un Dieu vivant  
> Movie rights sold to : Les films de la 
Roulotte
> Sperling & Kupfer (Italy) 
Gringoland
> Phantom Press (Russia)
> Arlequin (Mexico)
Touriste
> Le Livre de poche (France, poche)
> Le livre qui parle (livre audio)
> Mare Verlag (Allemagne)

BORDAGE
L’Évangile du Serpent 
> Fanucci (Italy)
> Ultra-Kultura (Russia)
> Bonus Animus (Lithuania)
L’Ange de l’abîme
> Ultra-Kultura (Russia)
> Editura Historia (Romania)

CASAS
Tâches d’encre et de sang
> Alianza (Spain)

CLÉMENT
Les Enfants du plastique
> Barbera Editore (Italy)

DE MOULINS
Un coup à prendre 
> Livre de poche (France, poche)
> Movies Rights to CHAPKA FILMS
Ce parfait ciel bleu 
> Lübbe (Germany)

FOREIGN RIGHTS SOLD 
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DIDIERLAURENT
Le Liseur du 6h27 :
> Planeta, Seix Barral (Spain)
> Rizzoli (Italy)
> MacMillan (World English)
> DTV (Germany)
> Intrinseca (Brazil)
> Modan (Israel)
> Norstedts (Sweden)
> Tammi (Finland)
> Euromedia (Czech Republic)
> Ikar (Slovakia)
> Xander (Netherlands)
> Éditions Magveto (Hungary)
> Schibstedt (Norway)
> Emily Publishing (Taiwan)
> Grupo Foksal (Poland)
> Kachisa (Korea)
> Planeta, Columna (Catalonia)
> Imaginist (China)
> Patakis (Greece)
> Gallimard Limitée, Edito (Québec)
> AST (Russia)
> Tanapaev (Estonia)
> Can (Turquie)
> Harper Collins Japan (Japan)
> Vivat Publishing (Ukrainia)
> Laguna (Serbia)
> Folio (France Massmarket Paperback)
Macadam
> Gallimard Limitée, Edito (Quebec)
> DTV (Germany)
> Seix Barral ( Spain)
> Can (Turquie)
> Folio (France Massmarket Paperback)
Le reste de leur vie
> Gallimard Limitée, Edito (Quebec)
> DTV (Germany)
> Seix Barral ( Spain)
> Mantle, MacMillan (UK English)
> Norstedts (Sweden)
> AST (Russia)
> Norstedts (Sweden)
> Folio (France Massmarket Paperback)

GUNZIG
Le Plus Petit Zoo du monde
> Newton Compton (Italy)
> Ultra-Kultura (Russia)
> DTV (Germany)
> Munhakdongne Publishing Group (Korea)
> Zalozba Goga (Slovenia)
> Meridiano Zero (Italy)
> Folio (France, poche)
Mort d’un parfait bilingue
> Ultra-Kultura (Russia)
> El Funambulista (Spain)
> DTV (Germany)
> Volvox Globator (Czech Republic)
> Munhakdongne Publishing Group (Korea)
> Meridiano Zero (Italy)
Kuru
> Newton Compton (Italy)
> Ultra-Kultura (Russia)
> Garamond (Czech Republic)
> Munhakdongne Publishing Group (Korea)
> Meridiano Zero (Italy)

HERVIER
Scream Test 
> Inostranka (Russia)
> Sonzogno (Italy)
> Elips Kitap (Turquey)
Vintage
> Diogenes (Germany)

LECOQ
La Théorie de la tartine
> Ullstein (Allemagne)
> AST (Russie)
Les Morues
> AST (Russie)
> Le Livre de Poche (France, poche) 
> BJ Yanziyue (China)

LEDUN
Modus Operandi
> El Anden (Spain)
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> Zero 91 (Italy)
Marketing viral 
> BookClub 36°6 (Russia)

MARPHIL
La Fabuleuse Histoire des Lunes de Pandor 
(3 volumes) 
> Roca (Spain)

MONNERY
Le Saut du requin
> Beautiful people (Korea)
Libre, seul et assoupi
> Rosa dels vents (Spain)
> Grijalbo (Spain)
> Nijgh & van Ditmar (Netherlands)
> Beautiful people (Korea)
> Adapted into a movie by Gaumont and Les 
Films du cap with Baptiste Lecaplain, Charlotte 
Le Bon, Denis Podalydès and Jean-Yves 
Berteloot.

LE ROY
Le Dernier Testament 
> Baldini Castoldi (Italy)
> Azbooka (Russia)
> Plaza et Janes (Spain)
> Rao International Publishing Group (Romania)
> Shanghai Great Expectations Media (China)
> Blanvalet (Germany)
> Points Seuil (France, poche)
La Dernière Arme
> Azbooka (Russia)
> Blanvalet (Germany)
> Sperling&Kupfer (Italy)
> Rao International Publishing Group (Romania)
> Points Seuil (France, poche)

REY
Courir à trente ans
> Newton Compton (Italy)
> Altin Kitaplar (Turquey)
> JiHyang Publishing Group (Korea)
> Algaida (Spain)
> Fulldawa productions (adaptation cinéma)

> J’ai lu (France, poche)
Mémoire courte
> Azbooka (Russia)
> Colibri (Bulgaria)
> Algaida (Spain)
> J’ai lu (France, poche)
Un début prometteur 
> Zara Editions (Lithuania)
> Algaida (Spain)
> La Petite reine (adaptation cinéma)
> J’ai lu (France, poche)
Treize minutes 
> Algaida (Spain)
> J’ai lu (France, poche)

SA MOREIRA
Le Libraire 
> Droemer Knaur (Germany)
> AST (Russia)
> Aisara (Italy)
> Wisdomhouse publishing (Korea)
> Demipage (Spain)
Zéro tués 
> Droemer Knaur (Germany)
Pas de temps à perdre :
> AST (Russia)
Mari et femme 
> Crown (Taiwan)
> Demipage (Spain)
> Aisara (Italie)
> AST (Russia)
La vie 
> Demipage (Spain)
Comme dans un film 
> NNE (Italy)
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